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Events  

February 1998 calendar of events (11K bytes)  

March 1998 calendar of events (12K bytes)  

March 1998 Solar Almanac  (64K bytes)  

March 1998 Lunar Almanac  (55K bytes)  

February 1998 

 

1   Sun    Saturn 0.6 deg. N of the moon 

2   Mon  * Rio Rancho High School 

           Mercury 2 deg from Neptune 

           Groundhog Day 

3   Tue    First quarter moon (3:53 pm MST) 

4   Wed    Clyde Tombaugh born 1906 

5   Thu    Aldebaran 0.2 deg from moon 

           Venus stationary 

         * Board meeting 

6   Fri  * UNM Observing 

7   Sat  * TAAS General Meeting - Regener Hall 7pm 

8   Sun    Mercury 1.4 deg from Uranus 

9   Mon 

10  Tue 

11  Wed    Full moon (3:23 am MST) 

         * Telescope Making Class, 7pm PandA building 
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12  Thu    Lincoln's Birthday 

13  Fri  * UNM Observing 

14  Sat    St. Valentine's Day 

         * Newsletter Input Due 

15  Sun    Galileo Galiei born 1564 

           Moon at apogee 

16  Mon    Presidents day 

           Kuiper discovers Miranda (1948) 

17  Tue 

18  Wed    Clyde Tombaugh discovers Pluto 1930 

         * Telescope Making Class, 7pm PandA building 

19  Thu    Last quarter moon (8:27 am MST) 

20  Fri  * UNM Observing 

21  Sat  * GNTO Observing 

22  Sun    Mercury in superior conjunction 

23  Mon    Venus 1.6 deg from moon 

           Jupiter in superior conjunction 

24  Tue    Neptune & Uranus 3 deg S of moon 

25  Wed  * Telescope Making Class, 7pm PandA building 

26  Thu    New moon (10:26 am MST) 

           Solar eclipse 

27  Fri  * UNM Observing 

           Moon at perigee (1 pm MST) 

28  Sat  * GNTO Observing 

 

Sunrise / Sunset 

   2/01/98   7:06 / 17:35 

   2/15/98   6:53 / 17:49 

   2/28/98   6:37 / 18:01 

 

For Latitude 35.08, Longitude 106.65 (Albuquerque, NM) 

Sunrise = upper limb on horizon 

Sunset  = upper limb on horizon 

March 1998  

 

1   Sun    Saturn 1 deg. N of the moon 

2   Mon    Vesta 0.1 deg. from moon 

3   Tue 

4   Wed    Aldebaran 0.2 deg from moon 

         * Telescope Making Class, 7pm PandA building 

5   Thu  * GNTO meeting 

           First quarter moon (1:41 am MST) 

6   Fri  * UNM Observing 

7   Sat    John Herschel Born 1792 

           Venus 4 deg N of Neptune 

8   Sun     

9   Mon 

10  Tue  * Marie Hughes Elementary School 

11  Wed    Mercury 1.2 deg N of Mars 

         * Telescope Making Class, 7pm PandA building 

12  Thu    Full moon 

           Lunar eclipse 

         * Board meeting 

13  Fri  * UNM Observing 



           Juno 0.9 deg. from moon 

14  Sat  * TAAS General Meeting - Regener Hall 7pm 

           Einstein born 1879 

           Moon at apogee (6 pm MST) 

15  Sun     

16  Mon 

17  Tue    St. Patrick's Day 

18  Wed  * Telescope Making Class, 7pm PandA building 

19  Thu    Juno at opposition 

           Mercury at E. elongation 

           Venus 3 deg N of Uranus 

20  Fri  * UNM Observing 

           Vernal Equinox at 12:55 pm MST 

21  Sat  * GNTO Observing 

         * Newsletter Input Due 

           Last quarter moon (12:38 am MST) 

22  Sun 

23  Mon    Neptune 3 deg. S of moon 

24  Tue    Uranus 3 deg S of moon 

           Venus 0.09 deg S of moon 

         * Onate Elementary School 

25  Wed  * Telescope Making Class, 7pm PandA building 

26  Thu    Jupiter 0.8 deg. S of moon 

27  Fri  * UNM Observing 

           New moon (8:14 pm MST) 

           Venus at W elongation 

           Mercury stationary 

28  Sat  * Messier Marathon at GNTO 

           Moon at perigee (12 midnight) 

29  Sun 

30  Mon    Mercury 4 deg N of Mars 

           Vesta 1.2 deg N of moon 

31  Tue  * San Felipe Elementary 

 

Sunrise / Sunset 

   3/01/98   6:36 / 18:02 

   3/15/98   6:17 / 18:14 

   3/31/98   5:55 / 18:27 

 

For Latitude 35.08, Longitude 106.65 (Albuquerque, NM) 

Sunrise = upper limb on horizon 

Sunset  = upper limb on horizon 

 
NOTES:  

* = official TAAS Event 

TAAS=The Albuquerque Astronomical Society. 

GNTO=General Nathan Twining Observatory. Call Bill Tondreau @263-5949 to confirm. 

SFCC=Santa Fe Community College. Call Brock Parker @ 298-2792 to confirm. 

UNM=UNM Observatory observing nights. Call Brad Hamlin @ 343-8943 to confirm. 

ATM=Amateur Telescope Making. Call Michael Pendley for information @ 296-0549.  

All times MST 

 



Astronomy 101: The Big Success 
by Robert Williams  

 

At 10 o'clock on January 17, the New 

Member Committee declared The 

Albuquerque Astronomical Society's first 

ever Astronomy 101 night a big success. 

Earlier that day we had our doubts though. 

An injury was going to prevent Barry 

Gordon, our main speaker, from attending 

and clouds threatened to spoil the observing 

session. The first problem was easy to fix-

Ellie volunteered to speak and made a quick 

trip Saturday morning to Placitas to borrow 

Barry's slides. All we could do was hope the 

sky would cooperate. And it did! At about 

7:00 pm, the clouds rolled back and Ellie 

started the first of two slide shows. In all, 

over 50 people were treated to a great 

program. 

Ellie set up for the slide show while members warm up   

Yes, I said 50 people. This was about twice as many people 

as we had planned on, so at the last minute we broke into 

two groups. This made things a little disorganized for a few 

minutes but we regained control and I think everyone was 

satisfied. One group went inside and watched the slide 

show given by Ellie while the other group listened to Brock 

Parker outside. Brock explained how telescopes work and 

then showed them around the night sky. Carl Frisch set up 

his computer and showed some of the CCD work he has 

been doing with his telescope. Kevin McKeown and Bill 

Tondreau showed members with new telescopes how to 

align and use their new scopes. Brad Hamlin opened the 

dome of the UNM Observatory and set the telescope on 

some great objects for viewing. After Ellie's slide show we 

took a 15 minute break and then switched groups around 

for the second slide show. 

 

 Brock talks to the crowd at Astro101  
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The new member committee will be getting 

together soon to schedule another 

Astronomy 101 night. If you have any 

comments or suggestions please call me and 

let me know. We will keep everyone 

informed. From the large turnout on the 17th 

I would expect alot of interest in another 101 

night.  

I would like to thank all the people who 

helped to put this event together. The help 

and suggestion received really added to the 

success of the event. Thank you; Kevin 

McKeown, Carl Frisch, Brock Parker, Brad 

Hamlin, Robin Pimbley, Jay Rowse, Bill 

Tondreau, Ellie Gates, Ruth Pendley, Mike 

Pendley, Barry Gordon and anyone I may 

have forgotten at this time. 

Kevin McKeown helps setup a new telescope   

I would especially like to thank all of those people who attended this event. I hope we were able 

to answer at least some of your questions about the night sky. If you have any other questions or 

have any suggestions to make future Astronomy 101 nights better, please call and let me know.  

I look forward to seeing you at other TAAS events and don't forget about the Messier Marathon 

in March. Have a great night and as Robin Pimbley said to many as they were leaving, "Keep 

looking up." See you soon.  

 

Presidents Update 
by Mike Pendley  

Thanks to all of you that took the time to vote for the proposed slate of officers at the January 

general meeting, returned your proxy ballots, or (like John Spargo) did both! The final vote was 

60 for and 2 against (the two no votes were cast by Judy Pellegrino and Debbie Pendley—were 

they trying to tell us something?)  

We will do the very best job we can to make TAAS even better in 1998.  

The other officers and I met for well over two hours the Sunday after the general meeting to fill 

out the 1998 Board of Directors. We had a very difficult time this year. Not because of a 

shortage of volunteers but an oversupply! While we were all very pleased with the 1997 Board of 

Directors we thought it was very very important to bring some new faces to the table. After much 

debate we settled on the list at the bottom of page 15. In summary we welcomed back Lisa and 

added two new members—Dave Blair and Dave Sukow. Jay Harden, Kevin Jarigese, and Brock 
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Parker are not on the board proper but we are certainly not saying good-bye. These three have 

been a tremendous asset to TAAS and I hope to see their faces at future board meetings along 

with Barry Gordon to keep us honest. As you can see on page 15, Brock has already volunteered 

to handle communication relating to TAAS events by agreeing to be our PR guy.  

I asked the members of the 'Peanut Gallary' to think of a more serious name to give themselves. I 

hope to have an active group of experienced individuals that can act as advisors, serve as a forum 

to get more TAAS members actively involved, and serve as a pool that can be used to rotate 

board members in and out of formal service to prevent burnout. I know I look forward to joining 

them next year.  

Telescope Curator needed. You will also notice on page 15 that the Telescope Curator position is 

vacant. Robbin Pimbley is moving out of the area and will not be able to continue serving in this 

role. It would be a shame if we had to put this program on hold so please give me a call if you 

have any interest in the position. Duties include keeping track of the telescope inventory and 

maintaining a queue for each telescope. We find that the telescopes are almost always out on 

loan so the need to store equipment is very rare.  

Oops! I would like to apologize to all of you that attended the January general meeting and had 

to stand outside in the cold. Regener Hall was locked due to a communication mix-up that was 

not resolved until about 6:50 pm. And as long as we are on the subject of mistakes . . . a couple 

of big ones made it into the newsletter last month. The calendar section incorrectly listed the 

ACOSA meeting as February 22 instead of January 22. Fortunately the Project Starshine story 

directly below gave the correct date and contact. I also stated in the President's Update that the 

treasury was up 24%. The correct value of 3.8% was in the Board Meeting report. Finally, I 

apologize for the newsletter getting out late last month. The printer actually finished on 

December 30th but the copy was lost for almost a week as it went to the bulk mailer. As a result, 

the newsletter did not make it to the post office until January 6th.  

Help us to Help You. Our last two TAAS events have been almost too successful. The 

Astronomy 101 class drew over 50 people (twice the expected crowd) and the Telescope Making 

class drew over 20 people (three times what was expected). Don't get me wrong. I think the fact 

that we have activities that appeal to members is great but we will be able to do a much better job 

at managing events if we can better estimate attendance. Newsletter announcements always carry 

the phone number of a contact. Calling them will help us better serve you. However, if your 

schedule should suddenly change and you find you can attend an event that you did not RSVP 

for, PLEASE, do not hesitate to join in. We will always make room for one more.  

Another big newsletter. Once again we were blessed with lots of material for the newsletter. So 

much in fact that I decided to try and save a little money in printing and postage by decreasing 

font size from 11 to 10 and forgoing the start of 'The Astrophoto of the Month' until the next 

issue. Carl Frisch provided me with three great photos and I wish I had room to run them. Look 

for this feature to start next month.  

 
New Members  



On behalf of the Board of Directors and the general membership, I would like to welcome the 

following new members to TAAS:  

Cheryl Bowman  

Doug Earick  

Veronica Frazier  

James and Pamela Putnam  

Thomas Quintun  

Steve Wells  

We hope your membership in TAAS is pleasant and rewarding. Please contact any board 

member if you have any suggestions or if you would like to become more involved in Society 

activities.  

Total membership is now 387, down 7 from last month. :-(  

 
Random Acts of Kindness  

In addition to offering a stupendous talk about asteroid hunting in January, David Blair has 

donated a brand new book to the library, entitled, Mining the Sky, by John Lewis, This book 

outlines the tremendous economic value of asteroids. Many thanks, Dave!  

Lisa played Santa by providing a telescope (in TAAS's name) to a young man who had a note on 

Coronado mall "Giving Tree"  

 

Board Meeting  

by Robert Williams, Secretary  

The January 15, 1998 Board of Directors meeting was called to order by President Mike Pendley 

at 7:05pm. In attendance were George Pellegrino, Robert Williams, Ellie Gates, Allan Green, 

Bruce Levin, Carl Frisch, Dave Blair, David Sukow, Gordon Pegue, Lisa, Ruth Pendley, Kevin 

McKeown and Robert Ortega. Also in attendance were Barry Gordon, Brock Parker and 

Katherine Blankenburg.  

Opening Remarks: Mike Pendley introduced the new members of the Board of Directors to 

everyone, Dave Blair, David Sukow and Lisa. Mike then asked the visitors to come up with a 

name for their group, known as the 'peanut gallery' we would like to recognize those members 

who are not board members but are active in the decisions of the board.  

December Minutes: Robert Williams read the minutes of the December meeting to the board, 

Mike Pendley asked that the minutes be changed under Old Business and the complimentary 
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newsletter quantity be changed to 30 instead of 20. Gordon Pegue moved to accept the minutes 

into the record with the change, seconded by Ruth Pendley, voted on and passed.  

Treasurer's Report: Ellie Gates read the condition of the treasury to the board. Total funds on 

deposit were $9,489.06 an increase of $2.85. Education funds on deposit were $2,631.53 no 

change. Observatory funds on deposit were $5,443.26 an increase of $106.00. General funds on 

deposit were $1,414.27 a decrease of $103.15.  

Observatory Committee: Gordon Pegue had no report for the observatory. Gordon announced 

that the Salinas Pueblo Missions National Monument is requesting that we apply for a special 

use permit to use the Gran Quiviera site for observing. Gordon said that we must send them a 

letter requesting the special use permit stating the we will be doing astronomical observing from 

the parking lot, describe the frequency of use, the number of Society members who would like to 

attend, and request for overnight stays. There is a $100.00 annual fee for the special use permit, 

Bill Tondreau has volunteered to pay the first years fee. Gordon Pegue motioned to request the 

special use permit, seconded by Robert Ortega, voted on and passed. Gordon also announced that 

we have been contacted by a gentlemen who owns land adjacent or near GNTO and has offered 

us the use of his land for camping if we needed it. Gordon will send him a letter of thanks and 

verify the location of his land and let him know if we need to take him up on his offer.  

Awards Committee: George Pellegrino said that the recipients of the John Dobson and The 

Lieutenant Colonel William S. Isengard Award awards have been chosen but the names would 

be kept secret until the announcement at the general meeting. George will get the plaques made. 

There was some discussion on weather the names should be kept secret or whether the board 

should be notified who will receive the awards, as well as weather we should give the awards 

every year. It was decided that the board formed the awards committee to chose recipients and 

we should trust their decisions on the matter. The names will remain secret and we will, at least 

for now plan on doing them every year.  

Planetarium Committee: Lisa announced that Robert Williams will be organizing a work 

committee to do some needed repairs on the planetarium dome and star light. Dates are not yet 

set for this event and will be announced soon.  

LodeStar: Carl said that they are now planning a planetarium on the top of the mesa. Carl said 

that they are planing the ground breaking sometime is April. All else that is going on is the same 

as has been for a while.  

Calendar: Carl handed out the latest calendar for 1998. He did not have any changes from the 

last calendar. Kevin McKeown announced some additional date for the calendar; Mathison Park 

Elementary on Tuesday, April 28, 1998 and Hubert Humphry Elementary School on Tuesday, 

May 5, 1998. Kevin also said that he had talked to E.G. Ross Elementary School and they did 

have us scheduled for Tuesday, February 24, 1998. Brock Parker announced that Rio Rancho 

Library would like us to come out on Friday, June 19, 1998 to do a star party for a small group of 

maybe 150 people as a precursor to the June 25th star party with Astronomy magazine. There 

was some discussion on the Rio Rancho Library star party but everyone agreed that it would be a 



good idea to do. Gordon Pegue moved to accept the calendar for 1998 with the additional dates 

discussed, seconded by Bruce Levin, voted on and passed.  

Past Events: Mike Pendley announced that Central Elementary had mailed us a package of some 

things the students had written after the star party we did out there. There were some thank you 

cards pictures drawn and written by the students. Also Central Elementary sent us a gift 

certificate for $60.00 to a restaurant in Los Lunas. Mike motioned to give the gift certificate to 

the people who volunteered at Central Elementary to use, seconded by Gordon Pegue, voted on 

and passed. Kevin McKeown will hold the certificate until a date is set for the volunteers to get 

together.  

Future Events: Mike Pendley said that he has had about 5 people confirm to attend the ATM 

class, but is expecting a few more confirmations by the date the class will begin. Brock Parker 

said that he is planning on opening UNM observatory on Friday, David Sukow will meet with 

him and go over all the details to begin as Campus Observatory Coordinator. Rio Rancho High 

School is set for Monday, February 2, 1998. Brock Parker said that 'Astroblast' will work much 

like Hale-Bop, and we will just be in charge of the evening star party. Robert Williams said that 

things are going well for Saturday's Astronomy 101 night and that we had about 20 

confirmations at this time.  

Future Meetings: Kevin McKeown said that Ellie Gates will talk at the February meeting. 

Details are still being worked out for the March meeting.  

Old Business: Bruce Levin said that he got a thank you card and sent Height Cumberland the 

$100.00 donation for the use of their facility for the winter potluck. Mike Pendley said that the 

complimentary newsletters are down to about 30 from about 60 and there have been no 

complaints as of yet. Ellie Gates said she has the volunteer forms for the ASP meeting in June 

and there should be an article in the next newsletter. Mike Pendley said that he is still working on 

getting the www.taas.org taken care of.  

New Business: Mike Pendley said that 'Everything Outer Space' has been released and we have 

received a copy of the cover. Mike Pendley moved to purchase a copy of 'Everything Outer 

Space' for the TAAS library, seconded by Gordon Pegue, voted on and passed. Mike Pendley 

said as per the amendment to the by-laws it is now time to form a new EPPC (Events Policies 

and Procedures Committee) on the committee are Carl Frisch, Kevin McKeown, Robert Ortega, 

Barry Gordon and Robert Williams. Mike Pendley said that we need someone to make a list of 

all the volunteers for recognition at the next meeting, Robert Ortega said that he would do it. Job 

assignments were made and are: Database Manager—Ellie Gates; Education Liaison—Kevin 

McKeown; Web Master—Ellie Gates; Event (Calendar) Coordinator—Carl Frisch; Membership 

Committee Chair—Robert Ortega; Observatory Director—Gordon Pegue; Campus Observatory 

Coordinator—David Sukow; BBS Sysop—Steve Snider; Archivist—Jaclyn Fuller Lane; 

Telescope Curator—Robin Pimbley; Librarian—Lisa; Newsletter Editor—Mike Pendley; 

Planetarium Committee Chair—Lisa; Public Relations—Brock Parker. Mike also provided a list 

of events that do not have owners: Science Fair, Messier Marathon, Pot Luck, Summer Picnic, 

Astroblast, Astronomy Day, Oak Flat, Star Fire, The Great South West Excursion, Mt. 

Withington and Chaco Canyon.  



The Messier Marathon formed a committee of Kevin McKeown, Gordon Pegue and Robert 

Williams. Astronomy Day formed a committee of Brock Parker, Dave Blair, Ruth Pendley and 

Allan Green. Bruce Levin said he would take care of the Pot Luck. Mike Pendley said that he 

will get with Ellie Gates to discuss a budget for 1998. Mike Pendley also announced some major 

tasks for 1998; improve Astronomy Day panels, improve TAAS telescope program and to 

document more of TAAS history. Lisa said that she is working on some of the Astronomy Day 

panels. Kevin McKeown said that he would like to get the newsletters from other astronomy 

clubs to keep track of them. Carl Frisch said he is trying to compile a list of photographic 

pictures of the TAAS 200. Lisa said that Dave Blair has donated a new book on asteroids to the 

TAAS library. Mike Pendley said that Judy Pellegrino found a tag on the Coronado Mall 'Giving 

Tree' for a boy that wanted a telescope for Christmas. Lisa purchased one to donate and Mike 

reworked it to make it perform better.  

Newsletter assignments were made and the meeting was adjourned at 8:55pm.  

 

Observatory Committee 
by Gordon Pegue  

No Report this month  

 

January Recap 
by Kevin McKeown  

The TAAS Regular Meeting of January 10th was called to order by Mike Pendley at 7:03 pm, 

and we immediately got underway with our special guest speaker, Dave Blair. Dave is a member 

of the Society, and a specialist on asteroids. Dave first presented some solar system history: the 

ancients knew of the sun, moon, and five naked eye planets. However, with the discovery of 

Uranus in 1781, the search was on for more distant planets. Thus, when the Italian astronomer 

Piazzi discovered a starlike object in 1801, in a planet like orbit, there was quite a bit of interest! 

This object was named 'Ceres'. Could it be a planet? With the recovery effort of Ceres in 1802, 

another starlike object was found: it was named Pallas. In 1804, Juno was discovered. In 1807, 

Vesta, another starlike object in a pseudo-planetary orbit, turned up. Soon, it became clear that 

these were not planets at all. The term 'asteroid' was coined, to mean 'little star'. I should point 

out that all of the known planets, including Uranus, showed sizable discs that clearly indicated a 

large object. The newly found asteroids remained starlike even in the largest scopes of the early 

19th century. With time, more and more of these 'little planets' turned up. By 1853, twenty five 

were known. By 1868, one hundred were logged. And the orbital elements for these asteroids 

showed that they were occupying the fairly large gap between Mars and Jupiter.  

However, in 1898, the first of the 'exotics' was discovered. Number 433, called Eros, proved to 

be an asteroid with an unusual orbit! With a very low inclination to the earth's orbit, Eros 

actually crossed the orbit of the earth! The possibility exists for a collision! Other types of 
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exotics followed. There were the Trojans, whose orbits were controlled by Jupiter. Number 

2060, Chiron, proved to be way, way out there! Soon thereafter, number 2062, called 'Aten', was 

discovered. Aten represented a new class of Ôasteroids whose orbits are confined within the 

orbit of the earth! By 1989, five thousand asteroids were known. They are everywhere!  

Dave next discussed the reasons for studying, and tracking asteroids. First, it has recently 

become apparent that many small earth crossing . . . er, earth smacking asteroids exist out there. 

Dave recalled his December 1996 observation of the earth crosser called Toutatis. This Sandia 

Peak sized chunk of rock could be seen to move in the sky minute by minute! While it could hit 

us, it appears we are safe from Toutatis for the next 300 years or so. While it is in our interest to 

hunt down these rogues, presently there isn't much that can be done if one is on the way in. 

Secondly, asteroids come in about as many different chemical (rock or petrologic) varieties as 

they do orbital styles. Most of them are, well, just boring rocky types with make ups similar to 

simple chondritic meteorites. But some are nearly pure glistening chunks of nickel iron alloy that 

would make Bethlehem Steel very envious!  

Dave next showed us what he does for his research on asteroids. Since there are so many 

asteroids out there, the professional astronomers rely on amateurs like Dave to keep track of 

them. First, Dave accesses the Minor Planet Institute's web page on the net and down loads a 

deep finder chart in which an asteroid of interest will lie in. With a chart in hand, Dave then uses 

his 4.5 inch reflector to accurately plot the asteroid among the fixed stars. Note: Dave can reach 

asteroids as faint as about 12th magnitude. He sends the chart to the MPI, and there it becomes 

part of a permanent archive of the asteroid's position.  

Dave next discussed the benefits of asteroid plotting. Plotting builds not only star hopping skills, 

but it will teach you a great deal about computers, and the Internet. One can also learn to use 

setting circles, and the fine details of telescope usage. I completely concur with Dave here! 

Lastly, Dave also presented other ways the amateur can get involved in asteroid research. 

Occultations of stars by asteroids can yield valuable data on the size and shape of asteroids. 

Another angle is to search for those earth crossing rogues, al a Paul Komba, of Arizona. Komba 

uses an 18 inch scope and a CCD camera, and has discovered many faint asteroids.  

After Dave's excellent talk, Bruce Levin, the Nominations Committee Chair, conducted the 

annual elections of the officers. The slate consisted of Mike Pendley for President, George 

Pellegrino for Vice President, Elinor Gates for Treasurer, and Robert Williams for Secretary. Of 

the Society members present who were eligible to vote, all supported the this slate as presented 

by the Nominations Committee. Mike Pendley then added in enough proxy ballots such that the 

officers slate passed with a sufficient majority.  

Announcements, along with the customary social hour wrapped up a very fine meeting. Many 

thanks to Dave Blair for the polished and informative talk.  

 

January Trivia Question  



TAAS holds a trivia contest each general meeting. The January winner was Rose Fernandez and 

she received an antique astronomy book.  

On August 28, 1993 the Galileo spacecraft passed within 1,500 miles of the asteroid Ida. The 

greatest discovery from the fly-by was that Ida has a natural satellite. The moon, named Dactyl, 

was the first satellite discovered to orbit an asteroid. The name is derived from the Dactyli, a 

group of mythological beings who lived on Mount Ida. The Dactyli protected the infant Zeus 

after the nymph Ida hid and raised the god on the mountain. Other mythological accounts say 

that the Dactyli were Ida's children by Zeus.  

Everyone remembers the first of something . . . What is the name of the second asteroid 

discovered to have a moon and who discovered the asteroid?  

Here is the answer  

 

February Preview 

by Elinor Gates & Kevin McKeown  

The next TAAS regular meeting will be Saturday, February 7th in Regener Hall at 7pm. Tonight 

we will have Elinor Gates, of the University of New Mexico's Physics and Astronomy 

Department. Elinor, our current Treasurer, is just finishing up a Ph.D. entitled 'Robust Relative 

Distances between Elliptical Galaxies.' Elinor has been using the Surface Brightness Fluctuation 

technique to find distances to elliptical galaxies in the Virgo and Coma clusters. She will tell us 

what the technique is and how it works. With luck, Carl Frisch and Kevin McKeown will have 

images of the galaxies Elinor has studied from their recent trip to Big Bend National Park in 

Texas.  

Also tonight, the winners of the Dobson and Isengard Awards will be announced! The usual 

social hour follows the talk and the announcements. Don't forget to bring the goodies. A map to 

Regener Hall, on the UNM Campus, appears on the back of the Sidereal Times.  

 

Observer's Page 
by Kevin McKeown  

March Musings  

While poring over my old Norton's Star Atlas on a cloudy night last June, I discovered 

something interesting about the spring sky that needed to be checked out when the bad weather 

cleared. This is that the Right Ascension ('RA') line of twelve and a third hours, or 12 hours 20 

minutes of RA, passes through, or very close to several conspicuous stars, asterisms, and 

constellations. (Recall that one hour of RA is 60 minutes, so 20/60 = one third.) Follow along 

with me here. Starting at the north pole or north star, Polaris, draw a line from Polaris that passes 
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just to the east of the star delta Ursa Majoris, of the Big Dipper. Delta is the star of the Bowl 

where the handle attaches on to. Its RA is 12h 15m. As you extend this line south, notice that it 

passes very nearly through the middle of the naked eye open cluster Coma Berenices. Due south 

from here, 12h 20m of RA passes almost exactly through the star eta Virginis, of the 'Y' of 

Virgo. It then extends south through the center of the four brightest stars of Corvus, the Crow. 

These four stars of Corvus form a conspicuous trapezoid. Extended farther to the south, this 

imaginary line nearly passes midway between the bright stars gamma and delta Centauri. From 

Twining Observatory, gamma and delta Centauri barely clear the far southerly horizon at 

culmination. Never-the-less, gamma and delta are easy naked eye targets from GNTO. And to 

those who regularly stargaze from Twining, gamma and delta Centauri are familiar stars: we 

know these as the 'keepers' of omega Centauri, the great globular cluster, designated NGC 5139. 

We know that when gamma and delta make themselves known in the south southeast, omega 

follows not long afterwards! From Twining, our faithful marker of 12h 20m of RA can never be 

extended too far underneath gamma and delta Centauri: the ground simply cuts it off.  

But from southernmost Texas, the Florida Keys, and points farther south, down to near the 

equator, our reliable 12h 20m RA line can be seen to pass through the famous, bright little Star 

Cross known as Crux! More specifically, 'twelve twenty' passes very close to delta Crucis, the 

western arm star. Extended even farther south, the South Pole marks the end of the line.  

Even more remarkable about our trusty twelve twenty is that the 'stops' along the line divide the 

sky up into equal breaks of about 25 to 30 degrees of angular measure! North Pole to delta Ursa 

Majoris is about 33 degrees, delta UMa to Coma Berenices is 30 degrees, Coma Berenices to eta 

Virginis is 28 degrees. (Note: eta Virginis very nearly lies on the celestial equator; this is a useful 

aspect in its own right!) Eta Virginis to Corvus is twenty degrees, Corvus to gamma/delta 

Centauri is 30 degrees. Crux then lies a 'paltry' 10 degrees underneath gamma and delta Centauri. 

From Crux, it is exactly 30 degrees to the South Pole! Amazing! (Was this planned?)  

When is the best time to check out the amazing twelve twenty? Well, you know that on about 

March 21, the spring equinox, the sun sits at the Vernal Equinox in the sky. This is 0 hours of 

RA. This means that at midnight on March 21st, the Right Ascension line opposite to 0 hours, 

that is 12 hours of RA, will coincide with the meridian. Then it will cut the night sky into two 

parts, from north to south. However, 12h 20m lies just a little to the east of 12 hours RA. It turns 

out that our twelve twenty sits on the meridian at about 12 midnight MST, on March 26th (since 

five days correspond roughly to about 20 minutes of solar drift along the ecliptic). Since you will 

have this Observer's Page by late January, there is plenty of time to check out this curious 

association of 12h 20m with the stars. Last year when I discovered this association, 12h 20m of 

RA lay on the meridian at about sunset. A week later I viewed it for the first time, and it was 

remarkable! I had no trouble visualizing where Crux lay, and where the unseen South Pole lay. 

The stops- Coma Berenices, Corvus, etc., along the way were all conspicuous. You can really get 

a feeling for the grid system of the night sky this way. On a final note, as viewed at a latitude of 

say 20 degrees north where Crux is visible, the 'twelve twenty' must be a remarkable sight when 

it is on the meridian, as it links Polaris, the Big Dipper, Coma Berenices, Virgo, Corvus, and 

Crux all at once! Check it out, perhaps during the Messier Marathon, set for March 28-29 this 

year.  



Quadrantids, 1998  

The Quadrantid meteor shower reached a maximum on the morning of January 3rd, although we 

had to fight low clouds, rain/snow showers, fog, and even thundershowers in the central valley of 

New Mexico. On the evening of the 2nd, I reached the conclusion that the only hope for seeing 

anything lay with a southerly observing location. This took me to near Truth or Consequences by 

midnight, but steady thundershowers to the south, and a never ending supply of 'sucker holes' up 

north forced me back to Socorro. By 2 am, the sucker hole chase became an obsession with me. 

It would clear up in one place, only to have a low cloud bank move in and spoil things. Each 

sucker hole lasted perhaps ten minutes. It became apparent, after awhile, that I was playing cat 

and mouse with large fog banks. The sensation was exactly- and I mean exactly- like the episode 

of Star Trek, Next Generation, titled, I believe, 'The Trap'. This is the episode where an amoral, 

abstract, mouse-like creature named 'Negeelum' captures the Enterprise in an experimental 

space-time bubble, or laboratory, so as to study the Enterprise and perform experiments- some of 

them deadly- on the crew. Just as the crew did, I would stare out into the cosmos, through a 

sucker hole, at a velvet black starry patch. It was remarkable because all of the low cloudiness 

absorbed the light pollution from Socorro, Belen, Albuquerque, etc.: a wonderfully black sky 

existed only perhaps a thousand feet above me. And then the hole would close up in seconds! 

Very luckily, nothing resembling Negeelum stared back at me through one of those sucker holes 

(although I did have the notion he was out there). I gave up and headed home.  

But wait! At about Belen, I spotted Sirius in the southwest! It was all clear to the southwest, and 

clearing fast! What the heck, why not give it one last try. I turned south, headed through Socorro, 

and towards Magdelena. By now it was 4:45 am. I had to stop and observe, even though the sky 

was only one third cleared out. I really wanted to just see some Quads. I set up at the entrance of 

Water Canyon (which heads to Baldy Peak, and the Langmuir Lightening Lab). The 

temperatures were warm- it was about 50 degrees! Initially, I casually observed Quadrantid 

meteors burning up in the western sky. The first I saw was a beautiful blue fireball of magnitude 

-3 in the far northwest sky. In about forty minutes I counted 14 Quads. Many of these were very 

beautiful, classic, short, stubby, pointy Quads. By 5:15 am, two thirds of the sky to the southwest 

had cleared. Since the thick fog still persisted in the valley itself, the sky that was revealed to me 

was one of the cleanest, blackest, and pristine night skies I have ever seen! Stars of magnitude 6 

and 7 peppered the sky. The Zodiacal Band was obvious, and Zodiacal light, foreshadowing 

dawn, was prominent in the east. Still embedded in the fog, the orange lights of Socorro 

percolated up into the fog, illuminating the bank from inside. How totally weird! At 5:17 am, I 

began a formal count. From then, until dawn, at about 5:55 am, I counted 18 Quads, and 2 

sporadics. The brightest was a -5 magnitude, yellow, pointy, ephemerally trained Quad that 

flared twice. Towards the end of the count, two Quads flared very close to the radiant. These 

were beautiful. When I ended the count, I took the time to stargaze in the remaining black sky. 

Omega Centauri was well up, and about as easy to the naked eye as I have ever seen. Antares, 

and the front of Scorpius was pulling up through the murk in the southeast. And to the left, and 

below Antares shone Mercury! The little elusive planet was rosy colored, and somewhat brighter 

than Antares. The sky above was magnificent. R Corona Borealis was bright, and was an easy 

naked eye object at magnitude 5.6. The magnitude 6.5 star in the Ring was easy! The vestiges of 

the brilliant winter sky held on in the west, precluding the first hints of the brilliant star clouds of 



the summer Milky Way. Time to head out. The notion that 'persistence is the way to thwart 

Negeelum' stirred in my mind on the trip home. What a night!  

Observe the TAAS 200!  

For the TAAS 200 this month, let's start with some waning winter Milky Way objects, though no 

doubt later you'll want to observe some of the spring galaxies. For starters, let's go for some 

TAAS 200's in the Auriga-Gemini area. NGC 2158 is an open cluster located on the southwest 

edge of M 35 in Gemini. This 8th magnitude cluster consists of an extremely rich pile of very 

faint stars. While it is classed as an open cluster, it is very similar to a broadly condensed 

globular cluster (at one time it was believed to be a globular). It is beautiful, especially in its 

context adjacent M 35!!!  

Next, NGC 2266 is a 9th magnitude open cluster in central Gemini. This fine, rich cluster is 

somewhat reminiscent of M 11. Next, just 7 degrees to the due north of Castor, locate NGC 

2419, a globular cluster just across the border in Lynx. Called the 'intergalactic tramp', this 

globular is so distant it appears as a soft round glowing cotton ball of about magnitude 10.5. 

There is no hint of resolution in even the largest TAAS scopes! NGC 2419 is one of the most 

distant objects of our own Milky Way galaxy you can observe. Next, move to southeastern 

Gemini, and sweep up the planetary nebula NGC 2392. This 8th magnitude planetary is one of 

the most beautiful of its class in the entire heavens. At high powers, NGC 2392 consists of a 

bright rich blue green inner ring or disc that surrounds a faint bluish star. This inner ring is 

further surrounded by a larger, fainter, outer disc that contains patchy irregular nebulous clumps. 

These structures can be seen in very large telescopes (16 inches and larger), and are reminiscent 

of a clown's face, or an Eskimo! It is very beautiful! In smaller scopes at low power, you will 

have to settle for a small, richly blue green, round disc nestled close to a star of about the same 

overall magnitude.  

From the Gemini region, move north northwest into nearby Auriga. About halfway between 

Castor and beta Auriga lies the remarkable open cluster NGC 2281. This is a bright, somewhat 

coarse, largish, irregular cluster. Its brightest stars trace out a distinct distorted heart shape that 

has earned this cluster the name 'The Broken Heart Cluster'. It lives up to its billing well! Now, 

let's start into the spring galaxies. It seems everyone I know starts with NGC 2903, in Leo, 

located on the nose of the Lion. NGC 2903 is a large, bright (9th magnitude), oval nebula which 

photos reveal to be a fairly inclined barred Sc spiral. The inner core is quite mottled, and this 

structure is revealed in moderate apertures. There is some hint of spiral structure in large scopes. 

In small scopes, look for a uniformly bright oval smudge. Next, move to the northwest over into 

Lynx, and find NGC 2683. This is a bright, impressive, highly elongated spiral galaxy with a 

strong oval core. Next, move well to the north into the front paw of Ursa Major, the Greater 

Bear, and locate NGC 2841. This fine, very bright spiral galaxy shows a well condensed core set 

in a larger grainy disc. It's lovely!  

Moving yet farther to the north, let's observe the M 81-M 82 galaxy group. In addition to the two 

famous bright Messier's, this group contributes two bright TAAS 200 galaxies, and a handful of 

fainter galaxies. Of the TAAS 200's, NGC 2976 is a peculiar inclined Sc spiral that appears as a 

shimmering, high surface brightness, oval nebula. There is no central core. It very closely 



resembles the Crab Nebula, M 1, in Taurus! Nearby NGC 3077 is a fairly large, oval, 10th 

magnitude nebula of uncertain classification. It rises to a bright, broad core, as seen in moderate 

scopes. Good luck!  

Updates  

On the evening of January 10th, (or early on the 11th?), a brilliant sonic boom producing bolide 

streaked down over eastern Colorado. This bolide exploded over the Kiowa/ Elizabeth area, out 

on Palmer Ridge, east of the mountain front. A search for meteorites is planned . . . Venus, with 

its wire thin crescent and proximity to earth, put on a remarkable show around its inferior 

conjunction in mid January. Many of you noted the very large size of the crescent, easily seen in 

binoculars!  

 

What's Up for March 
by Kevin McKeown  

A penumbral lunar eclipse occurs for us on the night of March 12 (7:14-11:26 pm MST), 

although it might not present any visual aspect. At mid-eclipse, a very slight shading on the 

moon might be detected. See Sky and Telescope for details. During the second and third weeks 

of March, Mercury has perhaps its best apparition of the year when it is seen as an evening 

object in the west. Also, Mercury and Mars 'play tag' with one another low in the western sky 

after sunset on the evenings of March 10 and 11. Mercury will lie quite close to Mars on these 

nights! Here is your chance to compare the colors, and magnitudes of these two rocky planets. 

Don't miss this event!  

Finally, the Society's very popular Messier Marathon is scheduled for the night of March 28-29, 

at Twining Observatory. This is the last Saturday night of March. There will be a full discussion 

of the details on the Marathon in the April newsletter. The Marathon on this night offers the 

chance to see all 110 Messiers, so start planning now!!!  

 

 

by Bruce Levin  
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Have a question?  Send it to the TAAS P.O. box, call the hotline, or send the editor some e-mail.  

Question: What units do astronomers use to measure distances?  

Answer: The most common unit that the average person is aware of that astronomers use to 

measure distances is the light-year. However the units that can be used in orders of magnitude 

are miles (mi) or kilometers (km), astronomical units (AU), light years (ly), and parsecs (ps).  

When we observe objects close to our own earth such as meteors, satellites, and the moon we 

evaluate their distances in terms of miles or kilometers. For example the average distance from 

the earth to the moon is 238,900 mi or 384,500 km.  

The distance of measure that is two to three magnitudes greater than the earth-moon distance is 

the earth-sun distance. The average distance from the earth to the sun is 92.96 million miles 

(149.6 million km) or approximately 93,000,000 miles. This average distance is also equal to one 

astronomical unit or 1 AU. Distances to planets and planet distant objects in our solar system are 

generally measured in terms of AUs. For example, Mercury's average distance from the sun is 

0.387 AU while Jupiter is 5.203 AU away from the sun on average. Our most distant solar 

system planet, on average, is Pluto with an average planet-sun distance of 39.44 AU.  

When we leave our solar system, we then have an opportunity to travel interstellarly to the next 

neighboring star and stars in the spiral arm of our own Milky Way galaxy. Our distance scale is 

increasing in dimension by four to five magnitudes. Using the previous lower magnitude units of 

measurement would be too cumbersome for the stellar objects we see in the night sky. A more 

convenient distance unit that astronomers use is the light-year. Simply stated, one light-year is 

the distance that it takes light to travel in one year's time in a vacuum media (or for all practical 

purposes—space). A light-year is thought of in terms of distance, rather than time—even though 

time, distance, and velocity are related. Light travels 186,282 miles (299,792 km) per second in a 

vacuum. So one light-year would equal 5.879 trillion miles or 9.461 trillion km (approximately 6 

followed by twelve zeros!—miles). The closest star to us, other than our sun, is Proxima 

Centauri in the Alpha Centauri star system at a distance of 4.24 ly. Sirius A, in the constellation 

Canis Major, is the brightest star that we can see in the night sky and is 8.64 ly from us. One 

could easily see how impractical it would be to use the smaller magnitude units for interstellar 

and galactic distances. Maybe that is why astronomical distances within and between galaxies 

seem so incomprehensible.  

Finally, for you Trekker fans, the next larger distance unit is the parsec or parallax + second. 

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines parsec as 'a unit of measure for interstellar space equal 

to a distance having a heliocentric parallax of one second (of arc) or to 206,265 times the radius 

of the earth's orbit or to 3.27 light-years or to 19.2 trillion miles (30.9 trillion km).  One second 

of arc equals 1/3600 th (or 0.0002777...) of 1 degree where a circle is divided into 360 degrees or 

360 one degree arc sections. One parsec is the distance where an angle of one second subtends a 

distance of 1 AU (See figure below).  

The parsec, kiloparsec (1000 parsecs), and megaparsec (1 million parsecs) are the most 

commonly used measure of distance by professional astronomers, while the light-year is the 
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more familiar distance unit in use today by amateurs. When astronomers compare stellar 

luminosity for classification purposes, stars are normalized at a distance of 10 parsecs (32.6 ly) 

to calculate absolute brightness regardless of their actual distances and measured luminosities.  
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by Lindsay     

This Month's Dumb Joke  

Q: How did Mary's little lamb get to Pluto?  

A: By rocket sheep.  

Hey guys, here are some more star names for you. See if you can match the star name with it's 

English translation.  

hen's tail Rasalhague 

head of the sheep Alnilam 

fish's mouth Denebola 

second frog Fomalhaut 

head of the serpent charmer Antares 

rival of Mars Regulus 

lion's tail Diphda 

little king Deneb 

string of pearls Hamal 



Here are the answers:  

 

 

This month's guest is the very charming Lisa. Lisa is married to a UNM professor and has two 

children.  

TAAS Lisa, if you don't mind me asking, how old are you and what do you do for a living? 

LISA I am 43 years old and I am a housewife.  

TAAS How did you get started in amateur astronomy? 

LISA Let me think a minuteÉ I think I've always been interested in astronomy. I can't remember 

a time when I wasn't, and even as a child I was always interested. I think my first observing 

experience was when I was about 10 years old. I would sleep outside on warm nights and watch 

the skies for hours and hours looking for the Starship Enterprise, hoping it would beam me up 

and take me on a tour of the cosmos! This never happened of course, but I became very 

proficient at learning how to identify satellites. I am still very good at identifying satellites and as 

a child, a satellite was always a potential starship in low earth orbit coming by to pick me up.  

TAAS Where did you spend your childhood? 

LISA In the Bay area of California.  

TAAS What kind of education have you received? 

LISA I graduated from Woodside High School in 1971 and from there I went on to Brigham 

Young University where I received a degree in Humanities and German Literature in 1975. After 

graduating, I looked for a job for about six months and realized that Faust was not going to get 

me a job so I went back to school and got a degree in Education and started teaching school.  

TAAS How did you find out about the Society or why did you join? 

LISA I was a member of the Salt Lake Amateur Society and when my husband and I moved 

here, I started looking around for an astronomical society because I assumed that Albuquerque 

had one. I joined the Society as sort of a backup because I was working at the Museum of 

Natural History as a volunteer on their planetarium project and thought it would be good to be a 

member of the Astronomical Society.  

TAAS Describe your involvement with TAAS. 

LISA I had been the Society Librarian for a while when George Pellegrino invited me to become 

more active in the Society by joining the Board of Directors and getting involved in other 

activities. I had a really great time! I also served two terms as Vice President, which I thought 



was a real blast! I've been the Librarian for 5 years. I work with the Starlab, which is our portable 

planetarium, taking it to the school star parties and giving shows for the kids and parents. I work 

on the Astronomy Day planning and I have also been involved in the Observatory Committee.  

TAAS What do you feel is the most important job for TAAS? 

LISA Well, I have often heard people say that the most important job is to educate the public. 

My own feeling is that it is the second most important job. The most important job is to find out 

what the membership wants to do and to try and fulfill those needs so that the people that are 

paying their dues every year are getting out of the Society what they actually want. I think we 

should tailor the clubs activities directly around the needs of the membership. A secondary goal 

of the Society is that we should strive to share our love of astronomy with the public.  

TAAS Have you been a member of any other astronomical clubs? 

LISA Only the Salt Lake City Astronomical Society.  

TAAS How does TAAS compare to them? 

LISA The Salt Lake club was much smaller. They had a very small observatory, about the size 

of a Photomat booth. The meetings were held at the planetarium in Salt Lake. It was a very nice 

setting for the club and at that time, although I was interested in doing planetarium work, I was 

not really doing telescope work so I wasn't really a part of the very active or hardcore group.  

TAAS What keeps your interest in astronomy going? 

LISA Well, I have found that I move from topic to topic. I start with something of interest and I 

find myself sort of evolving into other topics. I don't necessarily drop one thing for the sake of 

another but I allow myself to sort of wander wherever I like. For instance, if something catches 

my interest for a month or two, I might do a lot of reading on that. I just sort of go wherever I 

feel like going and I don't make it a big task.  

TAAS What are some of your astronomical interests? 

LISA My current project is getting my CCD imaging equipment up and running which involves 

a lot of technical stuff that I don't have a whole lot of experience with. My time spent working 

with the Observatory Committee has shown me that there is a awful lot more to setting up an 

observatory than most people realize. Luckily I have a lot of people helping me to get the 

telescope up and running, getting the bugs worked out of the tracking system, showing me how 

to use the CCD camera and dealing with the computer. With all these peoples help, I should be 

able to produce some very nice images of asteroids and comets, do some supernova hunting and 

just take some pretty pictures.  

TAAS What is the funniest/craziest/scariest thing that has ever happened to you while 

observing? 

LISA I drove to Capilla Peak Observatory one weekend to assist a UNM doctoral student 

(Helix) with her research involving CCD imaging of the orientation of spiral galaxies. My task 

was to run from the warm room to the observatory, rotate the dome, and using a hand held 

keypad, orient the scope to the proper RA and dec. so that Helix could take the image she 

wanted. She had neglected to tell me that the scope was not sophisticated enough to keep its 

coordinates should I slew the scope the 'long way' around. Consequently, in short order, I had 



'blown it's mind' and we had to go through the entire start up procedure again to reacquaint the 

scope with its place in the universe.  

TAAS Any other comments? 

LISA I would just like to say that I am really very appreciative of everybody in the club. I am so 

amazed at the expertise I have encountered in the club and anyone who wants to learn about 

astronomy can get an incredible education out of this club if they are willing to put forth the 

effort.  

If anyone would like to be interviewed for this column or if you have any ideas that would make 

this a better column, please feel free to contact the author, Gordon Pegue.  

Well folks, that's all for now. Stay tuned for the next installment of TAAS STAR PEOPLE.  

 

Internet Info  

by Michael Pendley  

No Report this month  

 

UNM Campus Observatory Report 
by David Sukow  

Greetings from your new Campus Observatory Coordinator! I'm a recent transplant to 

Albuquerque and a relatively new member of TAAS. Despite my true rookie status, Brock and 

Jay were somehow convinced to relinquish the job for a while. I would like to encourage 

everyone to join us on Friday evenings, to help as a docent or just to observe. It's an great way to 

enjoy a regular TAAS activity. And as my experience shows, you don't need a telescope or years 

of experience to get involved!  

1/2 Clouded out 

1/9 
There were a few clouds this night, but the seeing was fairly good. We had about thirty 

visitors attending. 

1/16 

The night started out cloudy, but cleared off by around 8:00, again with fairly good 

seeing. We had a trickle of about twenty visitors, including a small group of enthusiastic 

Webelos (Cub Scouts). Once the skies cleared, our visitors enjoyed observing Saturn, the 

Great Orion Nebula, the Andromeda Galaxy, and other sights. The attendance was low 

enough that we were able to take requests! 

1/23 
An exceptionally clear night. About 40 visitors were treated to great views of the Great 

Orion Nebula through Bill Tondreau's telescope. 
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Docents assisting this month, in no particular order, were Robbin Pimbley; Mike and Jon 

Pendley; Carl Frisch; Kevin McKeown; Robert Ortega; Ellie Gates; Darrell Barnes; Jay Rowse; 

Jay Harden; Bill Tondreau; and Brock Parker. Please let me know if your name should be on this 

list!  

 

School Star Party Update  
by Mike Pendley  

The only school TAAS visited in January was Los Lunas Elementary on the 13th. This was our 

first visit to Los Lunas Elementary but I hope it is not our last. It was evident that the students 

had been getting ready for quite some time. The hallways were lined with astronomy artwork and 

reports. The students that attended the slide shows were well informed and asked great questions. 

Those that attended the planetarium shows and viewing session were well mannered. If only the 

sky was as gracious. The sky was marginal at Sunset, clouded over about 8:15 then cleared again 

around 9. Approximately 400 people attended. Mike P gave two slide shows to a packed 

audience while Lisa and Robert W gave 7 planetarium shows to over 175 students and parents.  

Docents this month were Lisa; Robert Williams; Anna Whitlow; Linda Hixon; Kevin McKeown; 

Robert Ortega; Mike, Ruth and Jon Pendley; Jay Harden; Brock Parker; and Carl Frisch;  

 

Mars Surveyor Lander 2001 Landing Site Selection Process Begins. 
by Dr. Larry S. Crumpler  

Editor, TAAS:  

The following may be of interest for future TAAS newsletters. If interested I will submit a short 

'exclusive insider report' when I return.  

There will be a meeting at NASA Ames on January 26-27 to discuss possible landing sites for 

the Mars Surveyor 2001 lander/rover. The rover payload, named Athena, has not been designed 

in detail, but the rover is currently being tested. I have been in contact with the Rover principal 

investigator who informs me that they are currently doing tests and practice missions 'running 

the test vehicle into the ground' in the Mojave. I will be attending the meeting at NASA Ames on 

January and presenting arguments for a landing site at 3.4 degrees north and 277.8 degrees west, 

southwestern Isidis Planitia. This site has one of the highest drainage density networks on Mars 

and should offer many opportunities for examining lake and river sediments, alteration materials, 

macroscopic fluvial features, ancient highland crustal materials, and possible intermediate age 

volcanic rocks.  

The goal of the Mars Surveyor mission series is ultimately that of sample return as early as 2005. 

The science goals are concerned with attempts to understand the past history of the atmosphere 

and volatiles on Mars; the search for biotic, pre-biotic processes and abiotic organic compounds; 
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and the detailed geological history. The arguments will be mainly about how we can best 

accomplish those tasks, and which sites will afford the best opportunities to do the necessary 

science observations. ... To me it is blatantly obvious—southwestern Isidis Planitia - but, then I 

MAY be biased.......  

I was previously involved with both the Mars Pathfinder and Viking 2 lander site selection 

process, so I can say this: Discussion regarding landing sites tends to be 'intense'. Upon return I 

will summarize the bloodsh....I mean, outcome.  

Dr. Larry S. Crumpler  

New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science  

Crumpler@nmmnh-abq.mus.nm.us  

 

Volunteers Needed for ASP Meeting 
by Elinor Gates  

The Astronomical Society of the Pacific conference will be held right here in Albuquerque at the 

Hyatt Regency, June 25 to July 1, 1998. This will be a fantastic meeting and it needs volunteers 

to help with running it smoothly! Volunteers are needed to help with the AV equipment, 

checking badges, registration for the teachers' workshop, educational symposium, general 

lectures, exhibit hall, Friday night special lecture, and the scientific symposium. As you can see, 

lots of people are needed to help.  

The general schedule for the meeting is:  

June 25-26 Teachers' Workshop focusing on grades 3-12 

June 25 Astronomy 25th Anniversary Event and Star Party at Rio Rancho Balloon Park 

June 27-28 Universe '98 - general lectures and exhibits (TAAS will have an exhibit there too!) 

June 28-July 1 Scientific Symposium 

Volunteers will receive free admission to the event they volunteer for and Universe '98 (the 

weekend general lecture series). They will also receive a 110th Annual Meeting tee-shirt.  

Volunteers will be for the following categories: Registration, Room Monitor, A/V support, 

Exhibit Hall Help, or No preference. We want volunteers preferably for all day (approx. 8am-

5pm) June 25 - July 1. Or for 4 hour shifts (morning or afternoon). Plus volunteers for June 26 

evening (5 - 10 pm) are needed. I don't yet know how many volunteers for each time are needed, 

but space is limited and we are also getting volunteers from the undergraduate and graduate 

Physics and Astronomy Department students - so volunteer early or you might have to pay to get 

into the conference! I'll start formal registration of volunteers (there is a form to fill out) in 

February. There is no deadline on volunteering to help yet, but it will probably be early June so 

we can be sure everything gets scheduled properly.  
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If you have any questions about the ASP meeting or volunteering, please contact Elinor Gates at 

277-1529 (W), 880-0239 (H), or egates@unm.edu (email).  

 

TAAS WWW Page chosen Site of the Week! 
by Elinor Gates  

TAAS has been honored by being chosen as 'Site of the Week' by the Albuquerque Journal. 

Below is the text of the message they sent us.  

Congratulations!  

The Albuquerque Astronomical Society site has been selected as 'Site of the Week' by the staff of 

ABQjournal, the online edition of the Albuquerque Journal.  

There's no prize, or anything. We just want to recognize people who are providing useful and/or 

interesting information for the people of New Mexico.  

Yours caught our eye because you obviously have your finger on the pulse of the astronomy 

community in Albuquerque. Great job.  

I'm attaching a .gif file you can use on your site that lets people know you were a site of the 

week. Feel free to display it for as long as you like.  

We are extremely pleased to be recognized in this way and I'd like to give special thanks to 

TAAS for being such an active, noteworthy group that we can get recognition of this sort! 

Without all the stuff going on in TAAS, we wouldn't have anything to put on the WWW page. 

I'd also like to thank all of you who submit images (photos or CCD images) for the page (I can 

always use more!!), links to new astronomy sites and clubs, and especially to Mike Pendley who 

gets the Sidereal Times and Calendar for publishing on the site every month.  

If you have anything you want added to our WWW site, please contact me at 277-1529(W), 880-

0239(H), or at egates@unm.edu.  

 

Messier Marathon  
by Gordon Pegue  

Yes, it's that time of year again! Time for the annual Messier Marathon at the General Nathan 

Twining Observatory! Mark your calendars for Saturday, March 28, 1998, and plan on attending!  

For those of you who may not be familiar with the event, here is the reason why TAAS and 

many other astronomy clubs around the world have a Messier marathon. During the course of a 

year, there is about a 1 1/2-month period when it is POSSIBLE to see ALL 110 Messier objects 
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in ONE NIGHT! The period is from about the first of March to the middle of April. During this 

period, the sun is in a portion of the sky, which is devoid of Messier objects.  

This year's event falls on a Saturday night when the moon will be only about 24 hours past new, 

in other words, a great night! Observing ALL 110 objects in one night requires stamina, since it 

requires observing from dusk till dawn is necessary. You needn't stay all night however, just 

observe as many as you can. Individuals who rack up the most objects are recognized at the April 

general meeting and in the newsletter, so if you want bragging rights, you gotta be a 

HARDCORE and do the entire list!  

Remember to dress warmly (it CAN get really frosty in March), bring a folding chair so you can 

rest when you need to, and bring water and high carbohydrate snacks for quick energy.  

See you there! Gordon 'DEEPSKY' Pegue Observatory Director  

 

Book Roundup!!! 
by Lisa  

Pardners, it's time to inventory the TAAS library. Please round up them little doggies and bring 

them to the corral at the next meeting!  

I need the following to be returned: Golden Sky Guide, Starguide (Beyer), Small Worlds, 365 

Starry Nights, Mind's sky, Facts and Feats of Astronomy, Outer Space Photography, Astronomy 

(Zeilik), Getting Started in Astronomy, Guide to Observing the Moon, Messier Objects V 1, 

Tales of the Comet, Colors of the Universe (slides), Find the Constellations, Astronomy: Search 

for Planets (video), Disturbing the Universe, In Search of Ancient Astronomers, The Telescope 

Handbook & Star Atlas, Exploring with Binoculars, Splendor of the Night's Sky, Naked Eye 

Astronomy, Concise Atlas of the Universe, Echoes of the Ancient Skies  

Ya'll know who ya'll are, so bring 'em on home!!!! Lisa, book wrangler  

 

Kid's Corner Answers  

head of sheep—Hamal  

hen's tail—Deneb  

second frog—Diphda  

fish's mouth—Fomalhaut  

rival of Mars—Antares  

head of the serpent charmer—Rasalhague  

little king—Regulus  

tail of the lion—Denebola  

string of pearls—Alnilam  



 

Back to Kids' Corner  

 

Trivia Answer  

Answer to the January 10thTrivia Question  

Dionysus and The Shoemakers  

Back to trivia  

 

Classified Ads  

For Sale: 1988 Meade 826-C Newtonian reflector, German equatorial mount with clock drive. 

Excellent 8" f/6 mirror. 8x50 finder scope. 2" rack and pinion focuser with 1.25" adapter. Asking 

$595. Call Jeff Bender at 293-4868  

For Sale: 8-in, 71-in F.L. (f/8.875) reflector w/simple mount (no brand name), $100 minimum. 

Rack-and-pinion focuser and eyepiece negotiable. For more information, call Bob McMurtrie, 

281-0306.  

For Sale: Aruba Eclipse Cruise. Feb 21-28, 1998. Fly to San Juan PR from ABQ, take the Dawn 

Princess cruise ship to various ports of call. Then either disembark at Aruba or stay on ship to 

view the total eclipse on Feb 26. $2058 for one person. Contact Jeff Bender ASAP in interested 

at 293-4868.  

Non-commercial ads for astronomy related products listed at no charge for members. To place 

an ad, send a message to the editor at the society PO box or send a message to 

mycall@rt66.com.  


